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Changing gendered conditions in organizations is a challenge. Previous intervention processes have shown that it is difficult to raise gender inequality issues in organizations, and even more difficult to keep them on the agenda. According to the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report 2013,¹ the Nordic countries were ranked the most gender-equal region in the world in 2012. Despite the fact that the national policies on gender equality vary in the different Nordic countries, they also have many characteristics in common (see e.g. Julkunen 2010; Kautto 2001; Sigurðardóttir 2010). Although the Nordic countries have consistently been ranked the highest in the world regarding gender equality, they still face various persistent problems (Rantalaiho & Heiskanen 1997). Paradoxically, the relatively good state of affairs may be a hindrance to improving conditions. In Finland, the site of this study, for example, there is a strong belief that gender equality has already been achieved, and it can therefore be difficult to motivate people to promote it further. Gender equality might also be counter to the interests of some; for others, it may just seem irrelevant or unimportant. All these issues produce challenges to promoting gender equality in organizations.

In this article, we will focus on the challenges, choices and dilemmas that we as researchers working in the gender equality development field have faced in organizations. The incentives for our work come from two sources: from the tradition of action research and from the inheritance of feminist methodology. Both traditions have some converging aims, but exploring these aims as mutually enriching has remained underutilized. According to our observations, the recent trends in the intersectionality debate seem to raise challenges to practical equality development work which have not been dealt with in the literature thus far. Using the Finnish Defence Forces (FDF) as an empirical example, we will investigate how to handle intersectionalities in the orientations and positioning of the organization’s members when doing feminist action research in workplaces.

The article proceeds by presenting some views of the equality conditions in the FDF, which are based on the survey data. An extract from the data introduces various equality perspectives in the organization under scrutiny. Diverging equality perspectives continue to be addressed in the following sections, which use extant literature to search for tools for supporting equality work in different contexts. The focus of these sections lies in action research and discussions on intersectionality. We ask how feminist action research as a practically driven research strategy could benefit from theorizations of intersectionality in developing equality in organizations.

Finally, we present an empirical case in which the organization’s equality development work is supported by action research methodology. The specific aim of the equality development work was to prepare a written equality plan which will require the workplace to introduce actions and measures in order to advance equality and also to follow and report on the progress and update the plan. This is also what happened in practice. Starting from this pilot project with a couple of the organization’s units in 2007, nowadays the General Headquarters of the FDF ensures that each unit makes its own equality plan. The discussion draws attention to how action research and specifically the work conference method can facilitate organizational change. The overall aim of the article is to contribute to the discussion on how the intersectionality lens can inform organizational change via action research and what kinds of problems practising intersectionality in action research encounters.

Diverging perceptions of gender equality in the workplace

We present a case study from the FDF as an example of how the issues of gender equality and intersectionalities are encountered inside an organization. Over the past six years, we have been doing research and development work related to gender issues, work and family, and leadership in the FDF organization. All projects have been driven by the action research and/or gender and equality point of view. In the context of the FDF, gender, occupational status, age, years of service and military rank are interrelated in a complex way and this complexity is deeply rooted and maintained on the one hand in the formal structures of the organization, division of labour and work obligations, and on the other hand in the everyday work practices, processes and actions. The FDF is a very homogenous organization in terms of race and ethnicity. The emphasis of this article is on the complexity of gender, age,
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2 The racial and ethnic diversity of the workforce will, however, be increasingly an issue in the FDF. In 2005 a project called “Advancing Diversity in The Finnish Defence Forces” was launched. The proportion of immigrants will rise among employees and conscripts in the future.
occupational status and the division of civilian and military employees. According to earlier findings, these categories are crucial elements in creating and maintaining inequalities in military organizations (Leinonen et al. 2008; Tallberg 2009; Persson 2011).

In order to give some empirical illustrations of practising intersectionality in action research, we used two different datasets. One dataset (see later in the article) is based on the researchers’ field notes and the participants’ outputs from the work conference arranged in the FDF in 2008 (Leinonen et al. 2008). The other dataset consists of the survey data on well-being and gender equality at work (Leinonen et al. 2012). The data was collected by distributing questionnaires to the whole salaried personnel in the FDF in 2011. The response rate was 54 %. In addition to structured questions, the survey included one open question – on how to develop equality or what kind of feedback one would like to give – to which there were 1,233 answers. For the aims of this article, we utilized the findings of the survey concerning perceptions of gender equality and its open answers on perception of equality and prevailing inequalities. The analysis of open answers attests that different positions in hierarchy, civil/military tasks and gender and age groups perceive the concept of gender equality differently. Our conclusion of this is that the views of gender equality are based on different ideas of equality that may contradict each other, in which case defining gender equality is also a question of power, and in the end, whose definition wins.

If we consider the overall view on gender equality in the organization, we notice that the vast majority of the personnel were pleased with the level of gender equality in their workplace. However, evaluations of gender equality are quite different when the gender of the respondents is taken into account: nearly half of the women do not consider the gender equality situation a success, whereas only one man in ten is similarly critical. On their answers to the open question, male officers and other military men in particular thought that gender equality can be considered and should be examined in the organization only as equality among one occupational group:

“Implementing equality would require more information for employees. Now gender equality is entangled with job descriptions of different tasks. Different occupational groups have got different tasks

3 The data clearly represents the proportions of occupational and gender groups.
4 The data was then given different codes according to the content of the answers. The codes utilized in this article include all the open answers that concern perceptions of equality between occupational groups and genders (225 answers all together). Each code was split into smaller groups by gender, age, civil/military division and hierarchical position in the process of analysis to find differences between staff members.
and education standards (equivalent to nurses and doctors, for example). At the same time people make labour market policy to drive their own viewpoints.” (A male senior officer)

The quotation above shows that the structure of the organization and centrality of officers in it were taken for granted. Also, perceiving equality as an identical qualification for both genders was most common among male soldiers. It was seen that women especially should not benefit from having different physical qualities because of a range of different standards set for the genders. In this case, gender was seen as an issue that should be totally invisible in the organization:

“Equality means that you don’t think anything related to the gender of the employees in the army. Military rank or education is the only thing that counts, the rest of the features are always personal characteristics.” (A male younger officer)

Further, we see a great variation in the degree of criticism when we look at women in civilian and military positions; overall, civilian women are much more critical towards the state of gender equality than women in officer or other military positions. Of civilian women, experts and office workers are the most critical groups. As the quotation below shows, gender and occupational status are closely interrelated in the experiences of inequality:

“A female civilian worker does not get equal treatment compared to officers or even to male civilian workers in any sector. For example, the tasks of a female civilian are classified under office tasks with a lower salary, although in the case of officers and male civilians the same tasks are classified under expert tasks with a higher salary. This happens even if the educational level/the requirement of work experience and the tasks are on the same level or the same between female and male civilians and officers.” (A female civilian worker)

Due to the education system and career planning of soldiers and officers, in particular, hierarchy and age are interwoven. Officers start Military Academy and work after that on average at the same age. They also go through the same educational system and participate in the same courses at certain stages of their career, which gives them the opportunity to apply and be chosen for particular military tasks with a specified military rank required. Ultimately, a promotion in military ranking requires a certain amount of years of service in given military tasks. This means that aging, higher education, higher military rank and career promotion in terms of completing more demanding tasks and climbing up the organizational hierarchy go hand in hand. For other soldiers and especially for civilian workers the situation is different. As the quotations below show, aging and the resulting extensive work experience is not rewarded in the
same way for all. Age seems to create divisions not only between women and men, but also among women:

“My opinion is that this age equality falls on women more than on men. A woman becomes a bad employee when she gets old and sick.” (A female civilian expert worker)

“I would like to draw attention to the inequality between women (appearance and age discrimination)!” (A female civilian office worker)

“My gender and age have been a distinct advantage in my work, but I have noticed that in obtaining a permanent job being a woman and young is a problem.” (A female special officer)

Among men in civilian and military positions, the variation in the degree of criticism towards the state of gender equality is much weaker: only civilian men in office work differ strongly from the male average. Figure 1 highlights and resets the question posed by Yuval-Davis (2006) on how a specific dimension of inequality – such as gender in this example – is distributed and relates to different dimensions of power and exclusion (cf. Choo & Ferree 2010, 135).

Civilian employees (especially women), instead, emphasized gender equality as having two dimensions in which both gender and occupational groups as intersecting categories are important. Therefore, according to this understanding of equality, one cannot close one’s eyes from these simultaneously influencing inequalities; it is instead necessary to challenge the prevailing structure and organizational practices across the horizontal and vertical hierarchies and structures of the organization.
Figure 1. Perceptions of the level of gender equality according to the categories of gender, the civilian/military personnel division and hierarchical position.

This illustration of the varying views on the status quo of gender equality in the FDF organization leads us to further ask how (and why) these perspectives are so different and how they could be dealt with in action research. The varying views give us the indication that the social positions behind these categories also differ from each other. Social positions, in turn, are produced and maintained in everyday practices, processes, actions and meanings that cannot be revealed and changed by survey data alone.

Action research and feminist research – Converging aims
Our research is rooted in both action research and feminist studies. The action research tradition that the research group leans on is based on the idea that individuals have diverging perspectives on affairs and that these diverging perspectives should be heard and shared in order to carry out an organizational development process successfully. Therefore, dialogical methods and learning from others constitute the core element of the process (Gustavsen 1992). Action research is a participatory and democratic process concerned with developing practical knowledge in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worldview, as Peter Reason and Hilary Bradbury (2001, 1–2) define its general aim. According to the definition, action research seeks to bring together action and reflection and theory and practice in participation with others and in the pursuit of practical solutions to issues of pressing concern to people. Action research aims to work towards practical outcomes and create new forms of understandings (ibid.).

Action research aims to empower people, give them a voice and platform for participation and seeks to hear and make use of their experiences to generate change. Inspired by the linguistic turn in social sciences, a number of researchers have started to apply dialogical methods in their action research undertakings. The methods as such are based on different theoretical backgrounds concerning both dialogues and organizational change (Aagaard Nielsen & Nielsen 2006; Kuusela 2008; Lehtonen & Kalliola 2008). Action research also focuses on problematizing power relations not only between people participating in the research, but also in the research process itself. Feminist studies share many of these ideals (Gatenby & Humphries 2000, 90; Maguire 2001, 64–65). Making power relations visible in the research process requires the researchers to have the capacity to reflect on how to carry out the research so that the researchers’ choices support the objective of promoting social justice (Madriz 2000, 836–842).

Even though feminist action research is quite rare, some research processes have been conducted using this approach. Feminist researchers have developed action research methods towards gender sensitivity (e.g. Coleman & Rippin 2000; Ely & Meyerson 2000; Maguire 2001; Meriläinen 2001; Meyerson & Kolb 2000; Reid 2004). This has been carried out, for example, by taking into account the relationship between gender, organizational structures and communication processes in the theoretical and practical implementation of the research (Drejhammar 2001; Heiskanen 2006); by supporting gender awareness in the context of the discussion about employer brand (Lundkvist & Westberg 2012); or by integrating gender perspectives into regional innovation systems with the aim of developing gender-aware
organizations (Andersson & Amundsdotter 2012). Feminist theories can help unmask taken-for-granted social practices that reinforce hierarchies and exclusion while revealing new social change strategies that can directly contribute to the transformative aims of action research (Frisby et al. 2009, 25).

In organization studies, conventional research approaches in treating organizational members as objects of research run the risk of replicating the inequalities of the workplace through a researcher–researched hierarchy and therefore unintentionally minimize the change-inducing possibilities of the research. Action research, in contrast, involves developing action strategies aimed at generating organizational change through the process of research intervention (Coleman & Rippin 2000, 573–574; Svensson & Aagaard Nielsen 2006).

Some feminist action researchers have adopted a “dual agenda for change”. By addressing issues of gender equality in organizations, the dual agenda suggests that organizations can develop strategies that lead to more diverse and integrative workplaces, which in turn will lead to an improved capacity to meet instrumental business goals (Rapoport et al 2002, 20–22). However, this involves a risk that the business piece of this approach has greater legitimacy than the gender piece, and gender might be dropped out of the picture (Coleman & Rippin 2000, 574, 577). Therefore, researchers have to be very cautious about how they represent their goals. Firstly, access to the organization may depend on how the objectives are framed (Lundkvist & Westberg 2012). Secondly, due to ambiguity in goals, researchers might end up perpetuating, rather than combating, inequalities in the workplace (see also Lorbiecki & Jack 2000).

As Gill Coleman and Ann Rippin (2000, 584) have noted, it is difficult to work on gender issues inside organizations in order to change the entrenched systems of power and engage people in addressing an aspect of organizational life that is pervasive. It is also challenging because change is uncomfortable and threatening for many, or at least for those in privileged positions. In the process of change, the gender concept gets lost very easily because people prefer not to talk about it or keep the discussion at the policy or society level (ibid).

The relationship between theory and practice has been close in feminist research, as well as in action research. When practising feminist action research, the researcher has to be attentive to, firstly, how to produce knowledge that men and women can use to improve their work environments themselves; secondly, how to use participatory and empowering methods of gaining knowledge; and thirdly, how to develop a critical perspective on dominant practices and circumstances and to search for a change to prevailing inequalities. In this article, we seek to shed light on what kinds of dilemmas the interventions
and processes of this kind encounter in the field where the researcher faces all the diverse, ambiguous and often competing interests and perspectives of the subjects concerned.

**Intersectionality on the change agenda**

In contrast to a survey or interview-based research, in an action research setting and from the fieldwork point of view, it is not possible at the analytical level to exclude some factors or elements and focus only on some variables, for example, on how gender and age are connected with inequality experiences. In fieldwork, researchers confront the intersubjective nature of social life as such. For ethnographers, depending on their research aims and framework, it might be legitimate to stand aside and be as inconspicuous as possible, whereas this is not the case for action researchers seeking change. By confronting all the various expectations of the people concerned, action researchers are forced to react and to respond. An action research process can be seen as a dialogical process structured by both the researcher and the researched. Therefore, power relations are not stable but under construction all the time throughout the process.

In the context of advancing gender equality in a workplace, researchers have to deal with different interests and definitions of equality. Gender equality development work, as well as feminist gender equality research, has different perspectives on gender and equality. Gender equality development work is shaped by the meanings given to “gender” and “equality”: different perspectives of gender equality have different goals, as well as different strategies to promote gender equality. Equality can be interpreted, for example, as women’s and men’s equal opportunities, which are based on their sameness as human beings. Women and men can also be regarded as different but equal or equality can be seen from several perspectives, such as gender, age, ethnicity and sexuality. Each of these interpretations has different purposes and different outcomes in gender equality development work. Depending on the understanding of equality, equality work can focus on, for example, positive action, such as gender quotas, or preventing discrimination, or both (Ylöstalo 2012).

Therefore, by taking into account different aspects and conceptualizations of equality in an intervention process, it is possible to make visible the complexity of the organizational life and the underlying assumptions and power relations behind practices. In recent years, the complexities of gender issues in organizations have often been treated within the framework of intersectionality. The concept of intersectionality has been presented as “a tool to analyze, how sociocultural hierarchies and power differentials, which produce in/exclusion around discursively and institutionally constructed
sociocultural categories such as gender, ethnicity, race, class, sexuality, age/generation, nationality etc interact” (Lykke 2005, 8). These discussions have been concerned with what social categories should be included in scientific examinations, on the one hand, and in the law and regulations, on the other hand (Yuval-Davis 2006, 201–203), whether a coherent framework to approach the intersectionality issues can be found (Acker 2006a), what benefits the broadening of the equality concept might bring with it and what the risks are if, in the spirit of intersectionality, a notion of multiple discrimination is adopted as a guiding principle without specific attention to gender (Thorvaldsdottir 2007; Verloo 2006).

Joan Acker (2006a, b) has tried to overcome the somewhat scattered discussion around the relevant and less relevant social categories by introducing her concept of inequality regimes. Her criticism towards the intersectionally informed inequality analyses is that they have focused on one or another social category rather than attempted to study inequalities as complex, mutually reinforcing and contradicting processes (2006a, 442). Her main focus is on organizations, which is interesting from the point of view of this article. She defines inequality regimes as “loosely interrelated practices, processes, actions, and meanings that result in and maintain class, gender, and racial inequalities within particular organizations” (ibid., 443). Based on her analysis, her guide to studies is to pay attention to what ways gender, race and class inequalities are simultaneously created in the fundamental construction of the working day and of work obligations. For the purposes of our study, this advice is worthwhile because in action research we have to get close to the daily practices of the organization.

Making intersectionality into more than a buzzword (Davis 2008) requires further theoretical, methodological and empirical work. Leslie McCall (2005) was among the first scholars to introduce intersectionality as a series of methodological approaches to expand readers’ understanding of how to study intersectionality and to show its potential capacity in research on the multiple, intersecting and complex social relations. McCall (2005, 1772) considers the complexity that “arises when the subject of analysis expands to include multiple dimensions of social life and categories of analysis”. This notion of the complexity of the relationships among the multiple dimensions of social relations, and the need for multiple approaches as a consequence of it, is at the core of McCall’s article. As such, her article inspires us to ask how this complexity applies to action research and development work.

The concept of intersectionality addresses a central feminist concern about capturing multiple positionalities. It has also opened up possibilities for gender-sensitive action research projects in which men or sexual and/or gender minorities can also be the subject in focus (Frisby et al. 2009, 18–19). In action research, people work together from very different social positions. Action researchers can derive
from the concept of intersectionality a guide to take the complex relations between these social positions and categories behind them as a starting point while striving for change. Our preliminary understanding is that in the FDF organization, there are practices, processes and rules that result in divisions according to gender, occupational status, civilian/military divide and age. It is an empirical question in what ways these are related to each other to form, what Acker calls, inequality regimes.

**Intersectionality in the work conference method**

Work conference is an action research intervention method for workplace or inter-workplace development that aims to find solutions for pre-selected (practical) problems or issues. It is based on democratic discussion and therefore is a participatory method to develop workplace practices. For us, the most familiar formulation of democratic dialogue is the one developed by Bjørn Gustavsen (1992, 2001). Gustavsen has conceived the rules of democratic dialogue that emphasize two-way communication, all concerned (by the issue under discussion) with the right to participate, work experience as a basis for the right to participate and to be heard and the same status of all participants in the dialogue arenas. According to Gustavsen, dialogue should always continuously generate decisions that provide guidelines for joint action. The work conference method aims to provide a chance to the different occupational/functional groups of the organization to speak openly and discuss from their own point of view the issues at hand, and in this way cut across prevailing/dominant hierarchic boundaries (Lehtonen 2004). These hierarchic boundaries at a workplace can also follow – and often do so – social categories, such as gender, race and class. The practical organizing of a work conference seeks to support this boundary crossing.

A work conference is typically made up of the interplay between workshops and plenaries. In the workshops, small groups of people discuss the main theme of the work conference. Every workshop is followed by a plenary where all the small groups present their summaries of the discussions. The first workshop is for creating a vision of the future. In the context of equality, this means a vision of a workplace in which all members of the work community are equal and no discrimination exists. People in the small groups are asked to envisage their ideal and equal workplace. The group chooses both a secretary and a chair, and the latter also introduces the main ideas of the group’s discussions in the plenary. This first workshop is organized in homogenous groups, that is, participants are divided into groups by work position, gender or some other aspect that is seen as an important category according to the objective of each work conference. The aim of working in small groups with a certain composition is to assure a safe and open atmosphere for the participants to discuss freely their experiences and
thoughts and thus empower certain groups. In the first plenary, the ideas of all groups become visible for all the participants.

The second workshop is for discussing the obstacles to improving conditions and achieving the vision. Participants from different work positions, organizational hierarchical levels, organizational functions and gender, to name a few, are brought together to share their experiences with others whose backgrounds differ from their own and to discuss the challenges in the way of the ideal workplace envisaged earlier.

The third workshop is for finding means to overcome the obstacles brought up earlier. The group is often organized in the same way as the first workshop. Now the emphasis is on practical and concrete actions. Discussions in small groups and plenaries will give the participants ideas for producing a shared view for advancing development work and for drawing up a concrete action plan for the participating organization. At the end of the work conference, participants should have a mutual understanding and idea of how the development work is to be continued.

The work conference method is an action research intervention that uses social categories as sources of diverging experiences and perspectives. As such it allows intersectional usage. Our application represents one possible way to use the method intersectionally. In our case, a survey and interviews in the defined units of the FDF preceded the action research stage and gave guidelines for the focus of the action research. As a very hierarchic and extremely gendered organization, the army gives us an excellent example to highlight the intersectionality of the work conference method and to consider what benefits can be achieved by working in the interplay between small groups and plenaries.

The FDF: The empirical case

The FDF is a strongly male-dominated organization that divides its personnel into civilian and military personnel groups; women are mainly represented in the civilian groups. The organization is going through structural changes, and there has been a decline in the number of civilian jobs. At the end of 2012, the FDF employed 14,046 people: 8,673 were soldiers (officers, officer specialists, warrant officers, non-commissioned, contractual military personnel) and 5,373 were civilians. Additionally, a maximum of 1,000 people at a time serve in crisis management operations. The Finnish labour market is very highly gender segregated, and this also applies to the FDF. Out of the whole salaried personnel, the proportion of women was 19.6 %. Women mostly work in civilian positions in the support sector.
(especially in office work, financial administration and catering services). The proportion of women among soldiers was less than 4 % (mostly non-commissioned), whereas about half of the civilians (45.5 %) were women (The FDF, Annual Report 2012).

The work conference to be described here was organized in a unit of the FDF as part of an action research project that focused on gender equality (Leinonen et al. 2008). It aimed at finding development objects together with the personnel and creating the basis for equality planning. The permission to conduct the research was granted by the Defence Command Finland. At the workplace level, the contact person gave the researchers a list of persons who had voluntarily signed up for the work conference. This enabled researchers to make groups in advance in order to meet the aims of the work conference and the criteria of the method. There were 20 participants altogether. Participants were women and men, both soldiers and civilian workers. All the female participants were civilians with the exception of one soldier. Men were mostly soldiers, but there were also a few civilians. Participants were divided into different types of groups. In the three consecutive work conference group sessions, there were five groups at every stage. At the first stage, the groups were organized according to gender. There were two women’s groups, of which the first one included three civilians and one soldier and the second one included only civilians. The other three groups were made up of men. There were two soldier groups and one group with a majority of civilian employees and one soldier. In the later stages, the groups were mixed so that they included women and men from different positions. The fact that there were fewer female participants sometimes created a situation in which there was only one woman in some groups.

In the following section we illustrate some of the discussions in the different sessions in order to show the role of the social categories and compositions of the groups to highlight the dynamics and substance of the discussions and the potential of the method to challenge prevailing organizational practices.

**First workshop: Creating a vision for a good and gender-equal workplace**

The general theme of the discussion at the first stage of the work conference was to create a vision for a good and gender-equal workplace. To illustrate this, we present here the contents of discussions and style of working in two groups. In the group of three soldiers, the topic was whether there could be a
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5 According to the law, the obligation to draw up a gender equality plan applies to all Finnish workplaces with at least 30 employees.
6 The task was exactly worded as follows: “Task 1. You come to work on a beautiful spring morning in 2015. Equality has been achieved in your workplace. What has happened?”
7 The group was supposed to have five participants, but two people did not attend the work conference.
place for equality in a military organization in which decision-making through negotiation is not inherent to the organization. They also contemplated whether equality should be about individuals or about the organization; in other words, whether equality should be seen from the individual’s or the organization’s point of view. Thirdly, the group concentrated on career issues with a strong emphasis on the primary position of officer training compared to others. In the group, the chief of staff and a commander of a battalion talked the most, while the third member of the group was quieter. The division of labour followed the organizational hierarchy in the group. The commander of the battalion appointed his superior, the chief of staff, as the chair, and the third soldier was chosen as the secretary. The chief and the commander presented clear viewpoints and the third quieter soldier did not express a dissenting voice. Interestingly, the vision written down and presented in the first plenary did not fully reflect the group’s discussions in the workshop, but was more motivated by fulfilling the given task. This can be seen as an expression of military culture, which is strongly oriented towards fulfilling given orders and tasks. This interpretation was also confirmed by our observations from other groups of soldiers.

In the women’s group with three civilians and one officer, the focus was strongly on civilians’ and officers’ different opportunities for self-development at work as well as career progression. The civilians emphasized the difference of the position of civilians compared to the experiences of the officer. The oldest civilian worker took the role of the chair and expert in the group, which conformed with her experience and education. The officer, instead, took the role of the introducer of the group’s discussion and conclusions. This follows the general division of labour between civilian workers and officers in the FDF, according to which civilian expertise is acknowledged but, in formal contexts, the soldier supervisor of the civilian expert acts as the introducer. The officer thought that women and men were equal in terms of salary and career promotion (in her own case as well), whereas the civilian workers did not think this was the case. However, the discussion was supportive, and the participants aimed at mutual understanding about the issues under discussion. The women’s group wrote down and presented in the plenary that in their vision of an equal workplace there is a possibility for career development for civilian workers and expertise of civilian workers is recognized and utilized in the organization.

To sum up the results from the first round of discussions, it seems that issues like maturity and position in the military hierarchy affected the division of roles and the domination of the conversational space. However, as indicated by the women’s group, it was possible to cross the civil–soldier divide by sharing experiences and locating inequalities that were attached to both gender and position. Also, in the men’s group in which there were both civilian and military participants, participants were able to discuss across the divide aided by some common ground in their work experiences. However, the discussion did not dwell much on gender equality but rather on other concerns. This was partly due to working in all-male
or male-dominated work stations and tasks. In another women’s group, there were only civilian employees. The discussion seemed open and everybody participated, although some hierarchy could be detected in the division of group roles: the one thought to be the highest in the organizational hierarchy was chosen to chair the session. However, a reason for the selection was not made explicit. Those groups that had female participants and civilian experiences were more likely than others to produce discussions attached to gender and improving gender equality. Male groups and soldiers raised concerns about how well the concept of equality fitted the military organization and about the possibility of favouritism towards women (in the military system).

**Second workshop: Obstacles standing in the way of reaching the vision**

The topic of the second session was to discuss matters that hindered or promoted gender equality. Different sub-themes were allocated to participants to ensure that issues raised in the unit’s gender equality survey would be handled. These themes included well-being, equal division of work tasks, pay, and work and family. One of the challenges of comparing these groups is taking into account their different themes: depending on the range of experiences, some issues, such as pay, invite opinions more than others. Therefore, it is also challenging to evaluate participation: for example, in a group discussing career issues, civilian women were somewhat left on the sidelines of the discussion. We wonder whether their contribution to the discussion remained limited because they were lower in the hierarchy or because they did not have good opportunities to build a career in the military. The issue here is whether the structure of the organization is taken for granted or as something that can be changed. Still, the second group session also offered its participants from different hierarchical levels a possibility to understand each other’s work conditions by providing a chance to find out how others saw some specific matters under discussion.

The notes of the groups from the second workshops show that gender had disappeared as an explicit issue in the group discussions when women were in the minority. The issues brought into the plenary discussion were predominantly gender-neutral. However, gender was implicitly present in the notes and the plenary discussion, since they included a lot of talking about the division of civilian and military personnel.

**Third workshop: Means of overcoming obstacles and a plan for action**
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8 The task was exactly worded as follows: “Task 2. Discuss in your group the factors that prevent a good and equal workplace from materializing? What factors in your workplace support the realization of a good and equal workplace?”
The groups were given the task of creating at least two concrete development suggestions to be included in the gender equality plan. Mixed groups were formed. The group members had difficulties making suggestions because they thought that change would be hard to achieve. For example, in one group, the discussion revolved around the strong feeling that the pay system (based on performance evaluations) was unfair, but no ideas were presented about what could be done about it – except for getting the old system back. Another reason for difficulties was the belief that sufficient guidelines had already been created by the organization. For example, a senior officer in a group was reluctant to create support for reconciling work and family life because he felt the organization functioned well enough in this respect and that this was a question of individual responsibility rather than the employer’s responsibility. His group was an illustrative example of an unchallenged privilege: all the participants were male officers who in one way or another defended the system. The viewpoints presented in the group were in line with the answers from the senior officers in the survey and its open question. The senior officers argued strongly for the status quo and their concept of equality was limited to the individuals at the same organizational level and tasks (equality as equals).

As a counterpoint, another group with both female civilians and male officers – one of them was the head of the personnel department – was able to find examples of opening career paths for civilians and suggested that these possibilities should be developed further. It can thus be said that the participant status, work experience and orientation towards development had an effect on the group work results. This group was an illustrative example of positive effects of boundary crossing, which produced and led to clear change efforts.

Discussion and conclusions

This article has dealt with a case study employing the action research method in the FDF. The work conference method was presented as one possible solution for handling intersectionalities in development work in organizations, especially in relation to equality work. Attention was paid to its special characteristic in creating communication channels across the customary and identifiable boundaries in organizational life.

At the moment, the theorizing of intersectionality lacks praxis, whereas action research lacks intersectionality. From our perspective, it is important to think these ideas through practices that can help development work. It is vital to understand how unequal practices are targeted and to set a starting point for development work. In the muddle of the aspirations of different personnel groups in the FDF,

---

9 The task was exactly worded as follows: “Task 3. Concrete proposals for development: Discuss in your group at least two specific development proposals for your workplace equality plan.”
we were faced with the organizational cultures and practices that were not always acceptable even to the majority groups. The respondents’ underlying assumptions concerning gender and organizational beliefs seemed to affect their answers strongly.

One of the dilemmas the researcher faces in the research and development process is how to make choices that are both attentive to the feminist emancipatory efforts to support social justice and the action research aim to include everybody in the development work and let their experiences and views be heard. In our data, this challenge was highlighted by the FDF personnel’s very different views on gender equality and by how the needs to improve career structures and practices stem from different kinds of understandings of what the problem is. Our data illustrates that gender, age, civil/military divide and hierarchical positions intersect in producing inequality effects. Therefore, in targeting development aims, the researcher needs to be aware of the relationship between all these categories.

The intersectionality perspective provides a view on configurations between different social categories. Those configurations can be traced statistically, as Leslie McCall (2005) does, or through concrete actions and practices, as Joan Acker (2006a) suggests. In action research, the focus is on the daily activities of the organization and the aim is a change in some specified condition (Reason & Bradbury 2001; Svensson & Aagaard Nielsen 2006). When the objective is development of equality conditions, the research process should be able to bring to the fore the status quo of equality, problems included in it and factors that can either support or prevent improvement in the problem areas.

The action research process is better rooted if the researchers have an understanding of what kinds of processes have led to the prevailing equality conditions, how persistent they seem to be and what kind of mental preparedness for change the organization has. We consider that the idea of inequality regimes suggested by Acker provides a fruitful theoretical tool to grasp the mechanisms and dynamics behind the inequalities. Additionally, we also think that there is a need for concrete methodological tools to trace the configurations behind the inequality regimes.

Our own experiences speak for multi-methods approaches. We think that both statistical analysis, as suggested by McCall, and examination of concrete practices, as suggested by Acker, may have a justified place in the action research process. Preliminary understanding of the context and the prevailing conditions can be achieved by different kinds of data and linked with the work conference method in order to make changes in them. In our case, both a survey and interviews gave guidelines for the focus of the action research stage.
We started this article by presenting excerpts from a survey conducted in the FDF. All in all, our way of doing action research has been to gain some preliminary ideas of the organization and of the specified conditions before starting the more action-oriented stages of the action research process. Conducting surveys is a useful method for these purposes. Intersectional analysis of the survey data may provide a first approximation of the inequality regimes. Against that approximation it is easier to put into context the events, episodes and information that come up in the action-oriented stages. We think that along with the action research process, it is possible to gain a deeper understanding of the inequality regimes than the statistical approach alone can provide. The potential for the deeper understanding comes from the objective of seeking change through action research. Attempts for change may reveal factors and aspects that remain invisible unless explicitly considered. But, as our case study has illustrated, one has to be aware that the action research process itself and its methods determine how much is revealed and how much remains hidden.

The feedback from the participants revealed that the possibility for boundary-crossing discussions was much appreciated. The objective of creating a safe space for discussions was partly achieved, but not fully: some issues that do not normally come up in the public spaces of the FDF could be handled with the support of the method; in contrast, some participants felt difficulties in expressing their opinions when their supervisors were in the same group. With these limitations in mind, our interpretation is that the intersectional application of the work conference method may help to make visible the habits and routines that are taken for granted.

Formal divisions (civilian/military and hierarchies) were one of the bases that differentiate experiences of organizational life. In addition to these, age and gender were influential, not only through simple main effects but also through interaction effects. In the majority of the male soldier’s comments and suggestions, gender, at least their own, was almost a non-issue, whereas it played a major role in all of the women’s groups. Both male and female genders could be an advantage or disadvantage for occupational perspectives depending on the tasks, even though military tasks as such belong organizationally and culturally to the male domain. Taking gender as a starting point helps make the male norm visible and enables us to see where women’s needs and abilities have been left in the shadows of the FDF’s organizational life. Concerning age, it played a different role in military and civil tasks. In practice activities that do not follow intrinsically from the military hierarchy are often treated as if they were and reinforce the division between the valued and less valued groups. As one example, this study has shown that in the public space military persons represent the issues even though civilians might have better knowledge. As another example, the discussions revealed that the lack of openness in promotions gives a strong informal power to senior officers and supervisors in controlling career paths. As a third
example, the discussions showed that career systems are underdeveloped in civilian tasks. Accumulation of the less favourable conditions constitutes the building blocks of what might be called, using Acker’s expression, inequality regimes.

Our case study dealt with a situation in which the organization needed an equality plan. The conducted research acted as a pilot study that gave an incentive for creating development structures (e.g. Lehtonen & Nakari 2008), which support advancing equality in the organization. In addition, sympathetic and committed persons in the organization who were willing to invest their work efforts to equality issues (see also Blaedel 2013) were a necessary resource for the continuation of the development work.

To conclude, in cases of organizational change, privileges and disadvantages of different groups might get blurred and produce alliances and conflicts between people in different positions in development efforts. A more theory-based awareness of positions and their interconnections will serve the development process by keeping power structures visible and by helping to better understand different forms of resistance. As a result, the action research efforts might also become better anchored in organizational structures and practices.
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